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Centralized versus decentralized route choice control

in DCV-based baggage handling systems

Alina Tarău, Bart De Schutter, and Hans Hellendoorn

Abstract— The process of handling baggage in an airport
is time-critical. Currently, the fastest way to transport the
luggage is to use destination coded vehicles (DCVs). These
vehicles transport the bags at high speed on a “mini” railway
network. The route of each DCV has to be computed in
order to optimize the performance of the system. In this paper
we determine an event-based model of a DCV-based baggage
handling system and we compare centralized and decentralized
control methods for routing the DCVs through the network.
The proposed centralized control methods are optimal control
and model predictive control. Due to the large computational
effort required, we also analyze a fully decentralized control
approach. In this case, each junction has its own local controller
for positioning the switch into the junction or out of it. The
considered control methods are compared for several scenarios.
Results indicate that optimal control becomes intractable when
a large stream of bags has to be handled, while MPC can still be
used to suboptimally solve the problem. On the other hand, the
decentralized control method usually gives worse results than
those obtained when using MPC, but with very low computation
time.

I. INTRODUCTION

The baggage handling system of an airport plays a decisive

role in the airport’s efficiency and comfort, which are among

the most important factors that determine the airport’s ability

to attract new airlines or to stay a major airline hub.

The baggage handling system is performing successfully

if all the bags are transported to the corresponding end point1

before the plane has to be loaded. So, the process is time-

critical. The faster the transportation is performed, the more

efficient the baggage handling system is. However, due to

multiple planes departing at nearby time instants, and due

to the limited number of end points, a plane is allocated

to an end point only with a given amount of time before

its departure. Hence, the baggage handling system works

optimally if all the bags arrive at their given end point in

a specific time interval.

In order to transport the bags in an automated way, a

baggage handling system could incorporate technology such

as scanners that scan the labels on each piece of luggage,

baggage screening equipment for security scanning, networks

of conveyors equipped with junctions that route the bags

through the system, and destination coded vehicles (DCVs).
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1An end point is the place where the bags are lined up, waiting to be
loaded onto the plane.

A DCV is a metal cart with a plastic tub on top. These

carts are mounted on tracks and propelled by linear induction

motors. They transport the bags at high speed on a “mini”

railway network.

Briefly, the main control problems of a baggage handling

system are coordination and synchronization of the process-

ing units (when loading the bags onto the system in order

to avoid damaging the bags and blocking the system, or

when unloading them to the corresponding end point), route

assignment of each bag (and implicitly the switch control of

each junction), velocity control of each DCV, line balancing

(route assignment of each empty DCV), and prevention of

buffer overflows.

Here we focus on the route choice control of the DCVs.

In the literature, the route assignment problem has been

addressed in e.g. [1], [2].

The goal of this paper is to compare the centralized

and decentralized route choice control of each DCV in the

baggage handling system by implementing advanced control

methods such as optimal control, model predictive control,

and a fast heuristic approach.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the

baggage handling process using DCVs is described, and

afterwards, a continuous-time event-driven model of the

system is presented. In Section IV, first several control

approaches are proposed for computing the optimal route

of each DCV transporting a bag in a centralized manner.

Afterwards, in order to implement the decentralized control

[3], we propose several heuristic rules for determining the

position of the switches leading into and out of a junction.

These rules depend on the weighted static and dynamic

priorities of the bags transported by DCVs on the incoming

links, on the weighted shortest time path to destination, and

on the weighted density of the DCVs on the outgoing links.

The weighting parameters are calibrated. The analysis of the

simulation results and the comparison of the proposed control

methods are elaborated in Section V. Finally, in Section VI,

conclusions are drawn and the future directions are presented.

II. EVENT-DRIVEN MODEL

A. Operation of the system

The baggage handling process begins after the bags have

passed the check-in. Then they enter the conveyor network,

being routed to loading conveyors towards loading stations.

Depending on the availability of empty DCVs, at each

loading station a queue of bags may be formed. In this

paper we focus on the transporting-using-DCVs part of the

process as sketched in Figure 1. The baggage handling
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Fig. 1. Baggage handling system using DCVs.

system operates as follows: given a dynamic demand of bags

(identified by their unique code) and a buffer of empty DCVs

for each loading station, together with the network of tracks,

the optimal route of each DCV has to be computed subject

to operational and safety constraints such that the system

optimum is ensured.

We consider a baggage handling system with L loading

stations and U unloading stations as depicted in Figure 1.

Accordingly, we have L FIFO (First In First Out) buffers of

bags waiting to enter the system.

B. Modeling assumptions

Later on we will use the model for on-line model-based

control. So, in order to obtain a balanced trade-off between

a detailed model that requires large computation time and a

fast simulation we make the following assumptions:

A1: a sufficient number of DCVs are present in the system

so that when a bag is at the loading station there is a

DCV ready for transporting it.

A2: the “mini” railway network has single-direction tracks.

A3: each junction has maximum 2 incoming links and 2

outgoing links.

A4: a route switch at a junction can be performed in a

negligible time span.

A5: the speed of a DCV is piecewise constant.

A6: the end points have capacity large enough that no buffer

overflow can occur.

A7: the destinations to which the bags have to be transported

are allocated to the end points when the process starts.

Since we consider the line balancing problem solved, these

assumptions are reasonable and give a good approximation

of the real baggage handling system.

C. Model

There are four types of events that can occur:

• loading a new bag into the system.

• unloading a bag that arrives at the corresponding end

point.

• updating the position of the route switch of

1) a junction’s switch-in.

2) a junction’s switch-out.

• updating the speed of a DCV.

The model of the baggage handling system is an event-

driven one consisting of a continuous part describing the

movement of the individual vehicles transporting the bags

through the network, and of the discrete events listed above.

We consider that the network has S junctions Ss, s =
1, · · · ,S. Let DCVi be the DCV that transports the ith bag

that entered the system and Xcurrent(t) the number of bags that

entered the baggage handling system up to the current time

instant. Then, the model of the baggage handling system is

given by the algorithm below.

Algorithm 1. Model of the baggage handling system

1: t← t0
2: while there are bags to be handled do

3: for ℓ= 1 to L do

4:
δload(ℓ)← time that will pass until the next

loading event of Lℓ

5: end for

6: for ℓ= 1 to U do

7:
δunload(ℓ)← time that will pass until the next

unloading event of Uℓ

8: end for

9: for s = 1 to S do

10:
δswitch in(s)← time that will pass until the next

switch-in event of Ss

11:
δswitch out(s)← time that will pass until the next

switch-out event of Ss

12: end for

13: for i = 1 to Xcurrent(t) do

14: if bag i is not at an end point then

15:

δspeed update(i)← time that will pass until

the next speed-update

event of DCVi

16: end if

17: end for

18:

δmin← min( min
ℓ=1,··· ,L

δload(ℓ), min
ℓ=1,··· ,U

δunload(ℓ),

min
s=1,··· ,S

δswitch in(s), min
s=1,··· ,S

δswitch out(s),

min
i=1,··· ,Xcurrent(t)

δspeed update(i))

19: t← t +δmin

20: update the state of the system

21: if δmin = min
i=1,··· ,Xcurrent(t)

δspeed update(i) then

22: update the speed of the DCVi

23: end if

24: end while

If multiple events occur at the same time, then we take all

these events into account when updating the state of the

system at step 20.

D. Operational constraints

The operational constraints derived from the mechanical

and design limitations of the system are the following:

C1: the speed of each DCV is bounded between 0 and vmax.

C2: a bag can be loaded onto a DCV only if there is an

empty DCV under the loading station. This means that

if there is a traffic jam at a loading station, then no

loading event can occur at that loading station.

C3: a DCV can transport only one bag.

C4: a switch at a junction changes its position after minimum

δx time units in order to avoid chattering.
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III. PERFORMANCE INDEX

We now define the performance index J that will be used

in this paper.

Since the baggage handling system performs successfully

if all the bags are transported to the corresponding end point

before a given time instant, from a central point of view, the

primary objective is the minimization of the overdue time.

A secondary objective is the minimization of the additional

storage time at the end point. This objective is required

due to the intense utilization of the end points in a busy

airport. Hence, one way to construct the objective function

Jpen,i corresponding to bag i is to penalize the overdue time

and the additional storage time. So, as sketched in Figure 2,
Jpen,i = σi max(0, tarrival,i− tdepart,i)+

λ1 max(0, tdepart,i−θmax storage,i− tarrival,i)
where

tarrival,i is the time instant when the bag i arrives at its

corresponding end point, tdepart,i is the time instant when the

end point closes, σi is the static priority2 of the bag i, and

θmax storage,i is the maximum possible time interval for which

the end point of bag i is open for that specific flight. The

weighting parameter λ1 < 1 represents the relative cost of

between buying additional storage space at the end points

and the cost of customers that have their baggage delayed.

Note that the above performance function has some flat

parts, which yield difficulty for many optimization algo-

rithms. To get some additional gradient we could also include

the dwell time, resulting in:

Ji = Jpen,i +λ2tdwell,i

where λ2 is a small weight factor (λ2≪ λ1).

The final performance index is given by Jtot = ∑X
i=1 Ji,

where i is the index of the transported bag.

IV. CONTROL APPROACHES

A. Velocity control

In this paper we assume that the velocity of each DCV

is always at its maximum unless overruled by the local on-

board collision avoidance controller. These collision avoid-

ance controllers ensure a minimum safe distance between

DCVs and also hold DCVs at switching points, if required.

2The static priority is the flight priority, bounded between 1 and 10,
priority 1 being the lowest priority that a bag can have.

B. Centralized route control

In this paper we consider several centralized control

approaches that determine the route of each DCV such as

finite-horizon optimal control and model predictive control.

1) Optimal control: Several methods for solving dynamic

optimization problems have been developed. The optimal

control problem consists of finding the time-varying con-

trol law u(·) for a given system such that a performance

index J(u(·)) is optimized while satisfying the operational

constraints imposed by the model, see e.g. [4].

The performance index J is influenced by the route that

each bag takes. Assuming that there are R possible routes

named 12 · · · ,R, the route of DCVi is r(i), i = 1,2, · · · ,X
with X the number of bags that enter the track network. Then

the route sequence is represented by r= [r(1)r(2) · · · r(X)]T.

The piecewise constant speed profile of the DCVi is defined

as vi : {0,1, · · · ,Ni} → [0,vmax] where Ni represents the

number of speed-update events of DCVi that are performed

from the loading station up to its corresponding end point.

Then the optimal control problem is defined as follows:

P1: min
r

Jtot(r,V )

subject to

the system dynamics

operational constraints

where the tuple V = (v1,v2, · · · ,vX ) with vi =
[vi(0) vi(1) · · ·vi(Ni)]

T for i = 1,2, · · · ,X .

But, computing the optimal route of each DCV transport-

ing bags through the network so as to minimize the per-

formance index Jtot requires extremely high computational

effort. In practice, the problem P1 becomes intractable when

the number of possible routes and the number of bags to be

transported are large.

2) Model predictive control: In order to make a trade-off

between the optimality and the time required to compute

the optimal route of each DCV transporting bags, model

predictive control (MPC) is introduced.

Model predictive control is an on-line control design

method that uses the receding horizon principle, see e.g. [5].

In the basic MPC approach, given a prediction horizon

Np and a control horizon Nc with Nc ≤ Np, at time step

k, the future control sequence u(k|k), · · · ,u(k+Nc− 1|k) is

computed by solving a discrete-time optimization problem

over a period [k,k+Np] so that a cost criterion J is optimized

subject to constraints on the inputs and outputs. The input

signal is typically assumed to become constant beyond the

control horizon i.e. u(k+ j|k) = u(k+Nc− 1|k) for j ≥ Nc.

MPC uses a receding horizon approach. So, after computing

the optimal control sequence, only the first control sample is

implemented, and subsequently the horizon is shifted. Next,

the new state of the system is measured or estimated, and a

new optimization problem at time step k+1 is solved using

this new information. In this way, also a feedback mechanism

is introduced.

We define now a variant of MPC, where k is not a time

index, but a bag index. Also, computing the control u(k|k)
consists of determining the route of DCVk.



In this variant of MPC the prediction horizon corresponds

to the number of bags that we let to enter the track network.

The control horizon is equal to the prediction horizon (Np =
Nc = N) since, in this case, the control horizon constraint

cannot be applied. This happens due to the fact that the DCVs

transporting the bags do not always have the same destina-

tion, and, therefore, assigning them the same route obviously

implies suboptimal performance. At step k, where k is the

number of bags in the network, the control u( j|k) = r(k+ j)
for j = 1,2, · · · ,N is computed such that the performance

index Jtot,N over the next N bags that enter the track network

is minimized.

The MPC optimization problem at bag step k is defined

as follows:

P2: min
r(k)

Jtot,N(r(k),V (k))

subject to

the system dynamics

operational constraints

where, at step k, r(k) = [r(k + 1) r(k + 2) · · ·r(k +N)]T is

the future route sequence and V (k) = (vk+1,vk+2, · · · ,vk+N)
with vk+i = [vk+i(0) vk+i(1) · · ·vk+i(Ni)]

T for i = 1,2, · · · ,N
is the future velocity profile for the next N bags entering the

network.

Only the first control r(k+ 1) will be applied. Given the

state of the system after applying the MPC control, a new

optimization will be solved over the prediction horizon.

The main advantage of MPC consists in a smaller compu-

tation time than the one needed when using optimal control.

Even more, the route of each DCV may be computed on-

line. However, this happens at the cost of a suboptimal

performance of the baggage handling system.

3) Optimization methods: In order to solve the optimiza-

tion problems presented in the previous subsections, the

route for each DCV has to be determined. The route is

represented by an integer value. Therefore, to solve any of

the optimization problems P1 or P2 one might use mixed-

integer algorithms such as branch and bound methods or

genetic algorithms see e.g. [6], [7].

C. Decentralized route control

In order to lower even more the computation time of

solving our route choice problem, in this section the route

of each DCV is controlled by the baggage handling system

in a decentralized way. So, each switch is locally controlled

based on heuristic rules as presented in the next subsections.

For the sake of simplicity of notation, we will not explic-

itly include the time argument when specifying the control

laws and related variables since they always refer to the

current time tcurrent.

1) Control of the switch-in: Recall that each switch into

a junction has maximum 2 incoming links indexed by l ∈
{1,2} as sketched in Figure 3.

For a junction Ss, with s ∈ {1,2, ...,S}, we define the

following variables:

• Γl(s) is the set of bags transported on the incoming link

l ∈ {1,2} of junction Ss.

link 1 link 2

Fig. 3. Incoming links at a junction. The switch-in positioned on link 2.

• as,l = ∑i∈Γl(s)
σi.

• bs,l = ∑i∈Γl(s)
ci,l

di
with ci,s the time required to cover

the shortest distance from the current position of bag i

to its destination in case of no congestion and average

speed, and di the maximum time left to bag i to spend in

the system. The variable di is defined as di← tdepart,i−
tcurrent if tdepart,i− tcurrent > 0 and di← tnew flight,i− tcurrent

if tdepart,i− tcurrent ≤ 0 with tnew flight,i the time instant

when, for bag i, a new flight is associated to an end

point.

Furthermore, in order to determine the next position of

the switch-in at junction Ss for s = 1,2, ...,S, we compute

the performance measure pl,switch in(s) for l = 1,2. This per-

formance measure takes into account the static and dynamic

priorities of the bags transported by DCVs on the incoming

link l of the junction Ss, and the current position of the

switch-in at junction Ss (due to the operational constraint

C4). The weighting parameters wst priority, wdyn priority, and

wswitch in can be calibrated as explained in Section IV-C.3.

We denote α = 1 if the switch is positioned on the

incoming link 1 and α = 2 if the switch is positioned on

the incoming link 2. In Algorithm 2, Iα ← 0 if α = 1 and

Is← 1 if α = 2.

The control of the switch-in at junction Ss, with s ∈
{1,2, ...,S} is given in the Algorithm 2 below.

Algorithm 2. Control of switch-in at junction Ss

1: tswitch in(s)← ∞
2: while there are bags traveling towards junction Ss do

3:
p1,switch in(s)← wst priorityas,1 +wdyn prioritybs,1

−wswitch inδxIs

4:
p2,switch in(s)← wst priorityas,2 +wdyn prioritybs,2

−wswitch inδx(1− Is)
5: if (p1,switch in(s) > p2,switch in(s) and Is = 1) or

(p2,switch in(s)> p1,switch in(s) and Is = 0) then

6: tswitch in(s) ← the time when the junction Ss’s

switch-in changes its position

7: end if

8: end while

2) Control of the switch-out: Recall that also each switch

out of a junction has maximum 2 outgoing links indexed by

l ∈ {1,2} as sketched in Figure 4.

link 1 link 2

Fig. 4. Outgoing links at a junction. The switch-out positioned on link 2.



In order to determine the control of the switch-out, for

each DCV passing the junction Ss, for s = 1,2, ...,S we

compute the new performance measure pl,switch out(s) for

l = 1,2 that takes into account the density ρl,s of DCVs

on the outgoing link l of junction Ss, the shortest time τs

from junction Ss to the corresponding end point (for an

average speed), and the current position of the outgoing

switch (due to the operational constraint C4) as shown in

Algorithm 3 below. The weighting parameters wtime, wdensity,

and wswitch out can be calibrated as explained in the next

subsection.

We also denote β = 1 if the switch-out is positioned on

the outgoing link 1 and β = 2 if the switch-out is positioned

on link 2. In Algorithm 3, Iβ ← 0 if β = 1 and Os ← 1 if

β = 2.

Algorithm 3. Control of switch-out at junction Ss

1: tswitch out(s)← ∞
2: while there are bags at junction Ss do

3:
p1,switch out(s)← wdensityρ1,s +wtimeτs+

wswitch outδxOs

4:
p2,switch out(s)← wdensityρ2,s +wtimeτs+

wswitch outδx(1−Os)
5: if (p1,switch out(s) < p2,switch out(s) and Os = 1) or

(p2,switch out(s)< p1,switch out(s) and Os = 0) then

6: tswitch out(s) ← the time when the junction Ss’s

switch-out changes its position

7: end if

8: end while

3) Calibration: The calibration of the weighting parame-

ters presented in the previous section will be done by solving

the following optimization problem:

P3: min
w

1

Nscenario

Nscenario

∑
j=1

Jtot, j(w)

subject to

the system dynamics depending on w

operational constraints

where w = [wst priority wdyn priority wtime wdensity wswitch in

wswitch out]
T and Nscenario is the number of scenarios over

which the calibration is performed.

So as to solve the optimization problem P3, one might also

use e.g. pattern search or simulated annealing algorithms,

see e.g. [8], [9].

V. RESULTS

A. Set-up

We consider the network of tracks depicted in Figure 5

with one loading station, one unloading station, and four

junctions. We have considered this network because on the

one hand it is simple, allowing an intuitive understanding of

and insight in the operation of the system and the results of

the control, and because on the other hand, it also contains

all the relevant elements of a real set-up.

We assume that the velocity of each DCV varies between

0 m/s and 20 m/s. The lengths of the track segments are

indicated in Figure 5.

50m

700m

350m

500m

400m

100m

300m

L1

S1

S2

S3

S4

U1

Fig. 5. Case study for a DCV-based baggage handling system.

In order to faster assess the efficiency of our control

method we assume that we do not start with an empty

network but with a network already populated by DCVs

transporting bags.

B. Scenarios

For the calibration of the weighting parameters we have

defined 27 scenarios, each consisting of a stream of 200

bags, the arrival at the loading station of each bag being

dynamically assigned.

Three demand profiles have been considered. Their ap-

proximation is illustrated in Figure 6.

We have also considered 3 different initial states of the

system, namely:
Init1: 20 DCVs transporting bags are on the link from S1 to

S2, in the first 60 m. These DCVs have priority 10.

Init2: the same DCVs as at Init1 and, additionally, 10 DCVs

transporting bags are on the link from S2 to S4, and

10 DCVs are on the link from S3 to S4. The bags

transported by these DCVs have priority 1 and are

located in the first 20 m of each link.

Init3: 10 DCVs transporting bags are on the link from S1 to

S2 and 10 more DCVs are on the link from S1 to S3.

They transport bags with priority 15 and respectively

1, being located in the first 20 m of each link.

The departure time of the bags is first considered to be the

same for all the bags (there is only one plane onto which they

have to be loaded). Afterwards, we consider that the group

of bags transported by DCVs through the network before t0
have an earlier departure time than the group of bags that

arrive at the loading station after t0. Finally, we examine both

situations where the transportation of the bags is very tight

(the last bag that enters the system can only arrive in time at

the corresponding end point if maximum speed of the DCV

nr. of bags entering the system/min

t(min)t(min)t(min)

30

303030

7
2 2

35

dp1 dp2 dp3

Fig. 6. Demand profile.



is continuously used), and respectively more relaxed. So, in

total we consider 3 ·3 ·2 ·2 = 36 scenarios.

For comparing the control methods we have used different

samples of the demand profiles than the ones considered

for calibrating the weighting parameters of the decentralized

route choice control.

C. Analysis

To solve the optimization problems P1 and P2 we have

chosen the genetic algorithms (bitstring population) with

multiple runs since simulations show that mixed-integer

algorithms require more computation time than genetic al-

gorithms without having as result a smaller performance

index. Also, the weighting factors of P3 have been optimized

over all the considered scenarios using simulated annealing

algorithms with multiple initial points. This optimization

technique has been chosen since the optimization is per-

formed off-line, the technique giving the best performance.

Based on simulations we now compare, for the same

scenarios (where new samples of demand profiles have been

used), the proposed control methods. In Figure 7 we plot the

results obtained when using MPC and the fully decentralized

approach. The best performance of the baggage handling

system would be obtained using optimal control. However, in

our experiments, for optimal control the computation time3

would exceed 106 s. Therefore, these results have not been

plotted in Figure 7.

Results indicate that MPC involves a trade-off between

computation time and optimality, the performance being in-

fluenced by the prediction horizon. Increasing the prediction

horizon the performance improves, but at the cost of higher

computation time. On the other hand, the decentralized

approach performs very fast, but, usually, the results are

worse than the ones obtained when using MPC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have considered the baggage handling

process in large airports using destination coded vehicles

(DCVs) running at high speed on a “mini” railway network,

together with the main control problems of the baggage han-

dling systems. A fast event-driven model of the continuous-

time baggage handling process has been determined. We

have compared the centralized and decentralized route choice

control of the baggage handling systems using DCVs.

Theoretically, the best performance is obtained using

centralized optimal control. However, centralized optimal

control is not tractable in practice due to the very high

computational efforts. Centralized MPC involves a trade-off

between computation time and optimality, the performance

being influenced by the prediction horizon. Moreover, the

decentralized approach performs very fast, but usually, the

results are worse than those obtained when using MPC.

In future work we will include communication of the

local control between the neighboring junctions, and verify

the benefit obtained by looking farther in the system using

distributed control.

3The simulations were performed on a 3.0 GHz P4 with 1 GB RAM.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the proposed control approaches.
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